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                If one knows Joanna Bourke's books, the intellectual thrust of The Story of Pain will not surprise. It is the latest in her significant corpus to stress the cultural construction of linguistic and bodily practices and their political implications. Bourke is interested always in disrupting the rhetoric of the ‘normal’, the ‘banal’ and the ‘universal’, insisting that experience is historically contingent and that discourses of normativity serve always to include and exclude, privilege or hinder, according to who or what controls these discursive threads.
In this case, the focus is divided equally between the experience of being in pain and the medical history of dealing with pain. Mediating these two poles is a cultural history, spanning three centuries, of the polyphony of experts who have instructed humans how to ‘do’ pain. These prescriptions for how pain should be managed, experienced, felt, ignored, mediated or instrumentalised have come from the institutions of the state, religion, the military, medicine, popular culture, the pharmaceutical industry and from university laboratories of various descriptions. Bourke casts a critical eye over all of them, charting the ways in which the policing of pain expressions, particularly the language of pain, has directly affected the subjective experience of being in pain. At the same time, the experience of being in pain has influenced the language of pain, the historicity of which is carefully monitored here. The medical response to pain experience seems to have depended principally on the extent to which patient testimony has been considered useful or important to physicians. Bourke clearly marks a long-term trend in which patients' testimony about their own pain has been drained of its diagnostic value, as clinicians seek more ‘objective’ measures, either by providing (and thus delimiting) the language of pain (e.g. the McGill Pain Questionnaire), or by attempting graphically to measure pain (e.g. through fMRI). Lurking in the background is the suspicion that the veracity of pain testimony in the case of certain sufferers—women, soldiers, the overly civilised, racial Others, the poor—is in doubt.
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